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Abstract 

The problem considered is that of the determination of stability 

criteria for an extended tvisted cylindrical rod resting on a rigid plane 

inclined vlth respect to a gravity field. It vas assumed that the tensile 

strain of the rod vas no larger than that compatible with infinitesimal 

elasticity theory but that the torsion might be finite. The energy 

theory of buckling vas used. 

Prior to consideration of the specific problem, a formulation 

of the strain energy of an arbitrarily displaced cylindrical rod was made. 

It vas assumed for this purpose that the rod suffers no lateral deforma¬ 

tion and that sections of the rod initially plane and perpendicular to 

the center line remain plane and perpendicular to the tangent of the center 

line curve. 

The potential energy contributed by external loadings (the 

gravity force, axial tensile force and axial moment) vas then computed 

and added to the strain energy expression above. An equilibrium config¬ 

uration vas then assumed and the total energy variation for perturbations 

of this configuration considered. The variation of energy for arbitrary 

displacements vas found to be positive to first order effects so that the 

configuration is stable in the classical sense. Consideration of second 

order effects revealed that Instability may develop for sufficiently 

large displacements from the equilibrium configuration. The conditions 

under vhich such instabilities can occur vere formulated and reduced to 

a simple sequence of calculations for application. 
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Nomenclature 

A Unity plus a small strain, e. 

cH Cross sectional area of the bar. 

kU Elements of the orthogonal matrix describing the motion. 

B Axial strain per unit length due to gravity loading. 

EO</3 Component of the Green - St. Venant strain tensor. 

e Axial strain due to tensile forces and twist. 

eo Axial strain due only to tensile forces. 

F Displacement magnitude parameter. 

F* See equation (V.4.). 

G The elastic shear modulus. 

G«yj The material coordinate metric tensor component in the 
unstrained material. 

g Acceleration of gravity. 

I The second moment of area of the bar cross section. 

L The length of the buckled portion of the bar. 

M The axial moment applied to the bar. 

Po The axial tension at the top of the bar. 

P The axial tension at the bottom of the buckled bar. 

U Total strain energy of the bar. 

V Strain energy of the bar per unit unstrained state volume 

Vx, Vy, Vz A set of base vectors associated with the material 
coordinates. 

xi General term for special coordinates, here xyz or r 9 z. 

X°< General term for material coordinates, here XYZ or R0Z. 

x0> y0> z0 Spacial coordinates of the bar center line. 

(Continued) 
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Nomenclature (Continued) 

P 
S,e,f 
V\* 

f 

T 

r 

n 

© 
<D 

The group Q'sine . 

Rotation angles describing cross section orientation. 

The displacement gradient 9/^ . 

The mass density of the bar. 

Total potential energy of the bar. 

Twist per unit length of the bar previous to buckling. 

Elements of the material coordinate metric tensor for the 
strained material. 

Potential energy of the external loads on the bar. 

The quantity 

The quantity Zo*• 
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I. General Theoretical Considerations 

1.1. The Theory of Elastic Stability 

The theory of elastic stability is well established: an 

excellent summary and bibliography is given by Langhaar, [l] 1 or 

[2], and inclusive treatments are given by Pearson [3], Ziegler 

[4], Koiter [5] and Thompson [6J. There are various methods used in 

the solution of buckling problems, the most predominant being the energy 

method, the adjacent equilibrium method and the dynamic formulation 

method. The question of the area of applicability of each method has 

been discussed by Pearson [3], Ziegler [4], and Green and Shield [7]. 

It will be sufficient here to point out that the energy method (used 

in this investigation) is generally held to be valid under the condition 

of conservative forces, assumed satisfied herein. (But see the general 

objection voiced in [7].) 

A general criterion for stability of a configuration of a 

system is that all kinematically admissible small perturbations away 

from this configuration spontaneously tend to zero in time. For conser¬ 

vative systems this is equivalent to the requirement that the change in 

potential energy of the system be positive for all virtual displacements 

from the configuration, and the problem of stability as treated by the 

energy method is the determination of the possibility of existence of 

deformations for which this is not satisfied. The necessary conditions 

for stability can easily be derived by considering the change in potential 

■^Figures in square brackets refer to the reference list appear¬ 
ing in Appendix E. 



energy of the system as a polynomial expansion in the displacement para¬ 

meters , i = 1, 2, ... n 

AT = T?± + P2 + P3 + ... (1.1.) 

where Pj represents terms of the jth order in t^. The requirement that 

AT he positive for all kinematically admissible sets U^, for sufficiently 

small displacements and holomorphic constraints, leads to the conditions: 

(1) Px = 0 and P2 ^ 0 

(2) For P2 = 0, P3 = 0 and P^ \ 0 
(1.2.) 

etc. 

Koiter [6] goes on to formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for 

stability, but in most buckling problems examination of the first two 

terms in (i.l.) suffices. 

In the present case it is found that the constraint on one 

displacement parameter is not holomorphic: the displacement is required 

to be non-negative. This in turn leads to P]^ > 0 which insures stability 

for small perturbations. There remains the possibility, however, that 

for somewhat larger displacements the second order term may be negative 

and become sufficiently large to dominate the first order term. Assuming 

that the higher order terms remain insignificant, the displacement set at 

which the rate of increase of the first order term is canceled by the 

rate of decrease of a negative second order term represents another 

position of equilibrium. If the second order term continues to remain 

negative the position is one of unstable equilibrium. The error involved 

in ignoring the higher order terms in this analysis is not felt to be 

great in this application because the first order coefficient is seen to 

be quite small in comparison to the second order coefficients, so that 

the displacement associated with the secondary equilibrium position is 

- 2 - 
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The usual procedure of using arbitrarily chosen approximate 

variational displacements for the calculation of the energy change is 

used herein. It has been pointed out that this procedure results in 

buckling parameters which are upper bounds on the true parameters. 

There exists no correspondingly simple general procedure for obtaining 

lower bounds, although Trefftz L8] has suggested a method which has been 

successfully applied by Boresi [9] and in a somewhat different manner by 

Budiansky and Hu [10]. No attempt was made in the present case to deter¬ 

mine a lower bound solution. 

1.2. A Note on Method of Formulation 

The method used in formulating the problem is somewhat similar 

to that of Green and Zerna [ll] . At some instant in time the body is 

described as a continuum in a Euclidean frame and at all other times 

each point in the body retains these same "material" coordinates. If 

the deformation is continuous, as is presumed, these coordinates at any 

time form a curvilinear set, and the motion is assumed to be such that 

this coordinate set remains at all times Euclidean. A set of inertial 

Euclidean coordinate axes are also defined: these will be referred to 

as the spacial set. Denoting the spacial coordinates by x1 (i =1, 2, 3) 

and the material coordinates by X* (cx= l, 2, 3)> the configuration of 

the body is described at any time by the set of functions 

xi s x* (X5*, t). (1.3.) 

The metric tensor associated with the material set at any time t is 

denoted %^(t) and in particular at the time the body can be regarded 

as being in its relaxed or unstrained state, 6^. The metric tensor 

of the spacial set is denoted gij. Basic principles which will be used 
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in this work are: 

(1) The Green - St. Venant strain is defined as 

E*jr i - G^). 
(2) Employing the summation convention on repeated 

indices in products, 

(U S'*1 W* r°<P - dx« axP81J» 
presuming the functions (1.3.) are differentiable. 

(3) The classical elastic strain energy per unit 

volume in the relaxed state is given by 

V = | t GI2 

where I-^ and I2 are the strain invariants 

II = and I2 = G^E^ G™ Es« 

and A and G the Lame' elastic moduli. 

If the relations (1.6.), (1.7.) and (1.4.) are combined, the 

unit strain energy becomes 

(1.4.) 

(1.5.) 

(1.6.) 

(1.7.) 

V = ^-(G**^ - if-SpMG^V** - Si) (1.8.) 

where is the Kronnecker Delta symbol, zero if o< and are different, 

unity if they are the same. 
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II. Statement of the Problem, Precedents 

The buckling of a long thin cylindrical rod, initially extended 

and twisted and resting upon a rigid plane inclined with respect to a 

gravity field is to be considered (see Figure l). It will be assumed 

that the initial deformations are of the order usually considered in 

infinitesimal elasticity theory (all related approximations will be noted 

as they are applied). It is assumed that in the equilibrium position 

the center line of the bar is straight and the bar rests on the plane 

along its whole length, but that the center line of the buckled bar 

assumes a three-dimensional curve. Cross sections of the bar initially 

perpendicular to the center line are assumed to remain plane and perpen¬ 

dicular to the center line curve. Further, no lateral contraction of 

the cross sections will be considered. The boundary conditions on the 

center line curve are that the lateral displacements and their derivatives 

with respect to the longitudinal coordinate vanish at both ends of the 

bar. An obvious kinematic constraint is that the displacement of the 

center line perpendicular to the rigid plane must be positive. 

It should be expected that the assumption of no lateral con¬ 

traction would have an effect on the buckling parameters. The buckling 

of an extended and twisted rod consists primarily of the exchange of high 

torsional strain in the equilibrium position for bending strain in the 

buckled position. The lateral contraction would thus add to the total 

energy primarily in the buckled configuration, so that the change in 

energy found herein should be less than that for a contracting bar. 

Thus the buckling parameters found here would be less than those for 

the contracting bar. Since the parameters herein found must represent 
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an upper "bound on the actual parameters, if applied to a contracting 

bar, it is impossible to state exactly the relation of the predicted 

parameters and the actual ones. (The effect of contraction presumably 

would not be great.) 

The problem of the buckling of a rod due to torsion in 

conjunction with extension or compression has a large literature. 

Some investigations of interest are those of Greenhill [12J, Trosch 

[13], Langhaar [l4j, Goodier [15], and Green and Spencer [16J. All of 

these except the last deal with the case of compressed rods. Of these, 

Goodier, using the adjacent equilibrium method of formulation, makes use 

of a motion formulation similar to the one used here, and his results 

are similar to those found herein. Green and Spencer present a very 

elegant treatment of the buckling under finite extension and torsion of 

a "Neo-Hookian" material (an extension to finite strain of the incompress¬ 

ible elastic material). None of these treatments includes gravity effects. 

- 6 - 



III. Evaluation of the Potential Energy for 
General Displacements 

The configuration is taken as indicated in Figure 1. The 

Cartesian spacial coordinates, x, y, z are directed so that the z axis 

lies along the axis of the undistorted rod, the x axis is parallel to 

the constraining plane and the y axis is perpendicular to the plane such 

that the triad xyz is right handed. The material coordinates XYZ are 

such that they coincide with the spacial axes when the "bar is in the 

unstrained state. It is found convenient to use interchangeably with 

these the spacial set r& z and the material set R®Z which are cylin¬ 

drical coordinates oriented such that x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0, and 

z = z and such that R,0 and Z coincide with r,0 and z when the material 

is in the unstrained state. 

The strain energy of the har subjected to arbitrary displacements 

will be formulated before introducing the equilibrium and variational 

displacement representations. The only assumptions made in this formula¬ 

tion are those previously mentioned, (l) that there is no lateral deforma¬ 

tion, and (2) that cross sections originally perpendicular to the axis of 

the bar remain plane and perpendicular to the tangent of the displaced 

center line. 

Associated with the material coordinate set is a set of base 

vectors, denoted VX, Vy, VZ. Considering those associated with the center 

of each cross section (X = Y = 0), it is possible to state (l) that they 

form at all times an orthogonal set, (2) that Vx and Vy are of unit 

magnitude throughout, and (3) that is tangent to the curve of the 

center line of the bar. At any cross section (i.e. a fixed value of Z), 

a Cartesian coordinate system is defined such that X* = X, Y* = Y and 
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Z* is directed along Yz. The position of this set relative to the set 

xyz can "be expressed by a rigid translation and rotation. The rotation 

can he described by three successive rotations (see Goldstein, pp. 107- 

109 [17])• here the three are a rotation of S(counterclockwise) about 

followed by a rotation of € (clockwise) about Vy and then (counter¬ 

clockwise) about V Note that these are not the usual Eulerian angles. 

If xQ, y0, zQ denote the center line coordinates of the cross section 

considered, in matrix notation 

X*' 'X-/X~ 

Y* = H 
Z\ 

(III.1.) 

where 

cos Sin ^ O 
-si'n^ cos^f O 

OOl 

COSfe 0 sine 

O 1 0 
-sin € 0 cose 

too 

O cos S siVi£ 
O - Sin S cosS 

(III.2.) 

is an orthogonal transformation. This relation is easily inverted to 

yield 

‘tf' ‘X** *o' 

y = M Y* -f .Yo 

z Z* 
- - 

where [fl] = [cx]T= 

(III.3.) 

COS<P COSfe 

sincosS -cos^sfne sinS 

s.fn ^ +• siv\tCo3 S 

- sm^cosfe 

CbS^cosS +sir\(f sines inS 

cos^sinS -sin^cosSsine 

-sm e 

-sinS cos & 

COS€ CoS S 

(III.4.) 
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The components j of the rotation matrix and the center line displace¬ 

ments xD, yQ and zQ must he functions of Z only. The spacial position 

of points in a given cross section of the har is given then hy (III.3.) 

with X = X*, Y = Y*, and Z* = 0, or 

'X ~Ko(Zj "X" 
y — + [fl(Z)J y 

_z0(z) o_ 

(III.5.) 

A further relation may he found hy noting that for the relation (III.1.) 

a unit vector in the Z* direction can he expressed 

\/r * * ^ 

j=i= o<31Z + oc32j + o<33k 
|Vz| 

where |VZ| denotes the magnitude of Vz and i, j and k are unit vectors 

in the x, y and z directions respectively. Noting relation (III.4.), 

this can he written in terms of the elements Aj_j of the matrix [Aj: 

¥L 
ivkl /^13 2 •+ F\z?l + Pl23^ (III.6.) 

From differential geometry the unit tangent to a curve expressed para¬ 

metrically as x0(Z), y0(Z) and zQ(Z) is 

T = yJ zi (III.7.) 

'//xia+y0'% zf 
? ~hJKz+yo*+zis- J * Jx* * 

E 2 2 
Equating (ill.6.) and -(III.7.), and denoting the group XQ -f y^ V- ZQ 

hy (D results in 

A,3 = - sin 6 = - 

f® 
JL f\a2 - - Sin 6COS£ = 

R33 =• cosCcose = ^ 
/® * 
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From these relations, noting that the cosines of the angles must he 

positive since &, £ and are assumed less than 90° in absolute value, 

it is possible to obtain by use of trigonometric identities 

p 0 110 — -xl Q mmm m 
sine — 

JW 
COS £ - 

m 

sin S «* 
-y, 
iW 

cos ^ = 
zL 

■ yi*+ z? and <g) = 

Thus the parameters necessary to describe the motion can be taken as 

x0(Z), y0(Z), z0(Z) and ^(Z). 

To evaluate the strain energy must be obtained, using 

is defined as 

M = 

the relation (1.5.) becomes 

[%fi] = (yjfyj. 

. the equation (1.5.) . In this 

Sij = &ij> if a deformation , 

3* a* “ 
3X ay 9Z 

3X ay az 
32 3Z 32 
ax ay az 

From expression (III.5.), since the elements Aij of [A] are functions 

of Z only, 

’A„ v" 

11 

&
 R&z y>^;x-fl4r 

_ A31 R 32 

(III.8.) 

(III.9.) 

(III.10.) 

(III.11.) 
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where the primes denote differentiation with respect to Z. The details 

of the application of (ill.11.) to (ill.10.) making use of relations 

(III.1*.) are given in Appendix A. The results of those calculations are 

rxx = vrr = 1 ivXY = rrx* o 
Vjf? = ¥zx Z'sirte.') 

Vir- X(¥- S's/he) 

%z= ® + SXfV^e'cos^/^S's/of ) <III-1! 

^ 2Y (“v/SJVsfn ^ + V© S^cos ) 

+ /?2 ( ^ “ Sys/V?e)2 

e'cosj + ^coses/n^) - Y(Vs/n^- %coS€cosf)J* 

All of the terms involving $ and £ can "be expressed in terms of the 

center line displacements x0, y0 and z0 "but it is found more convenient 

to delay this. 

Now the relations (ill.12.) can he applied to equation (1.8.) 

to evaluate the unit strain energy of the har. Use of the first two 

of expressions (III.12.) and the fact that for this choice of axes 

Gc(ji = Syp, the unit strain energy becomes 

v= iCfiz-if+f {(Kz-if+a%l + s%i} 
but since for a material which exhibits no lateral contraction the first 

Lame constant is zero, the relation becomes 

v = | [ ('f'zz-iy^ s%l * }. (in.13.) 
Substitution of the remaining expressions (III.12.) into this equation 

yields an expression for the strain energy in terms of ^ , (l) and 

@ and thus in terms of xQ, yQ, zQ and ^, the chosen parameters of dis¬ 

placement. The expansion of (III.13.) is found in Appendix Bj it should 

be noted here that the subscript "eff." used hereafter denotes the fact 
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that certain terms which arise in the expansion but which will not 

contribute to the quantity after integration over the whole bar, due 

to its axial symmetry, are deleted for convenience in manipulation. 

Thus 

Veit: = | l (@-if + ( R*/3Z+ 2®) Rl/3l 

12 {Ry * 3© -1)( * v¥) 
+ X V + 6X2 Yxftf- * V V} (m-11 

where 

ft = S'sin € 
^ = £lo.os(f+ S' sinfyc.ose. 

^ = s' sin If — S' cos cose. 

Noting that the groups ^^ and (5) are functions of Z only, and 

converting to cylindrical coordinates, the strain energy of the entire 

bar can be expressed as L fc> 2it 

U- SIS V RdRd&dZ =[ f I f ((®-l)aR+ (Ry*2®R3)pa 

+ 2(Rs/37* 3®$-Ri0)(xfco^B* tzsirf-@) 
+ RS( cos4© + Cos1© S|V\2(9 

+ ^ sin «©)} d©dRc/Z 
and this can be integrated with respect to @ immediately to yield 

U- Cl'iS 2fr(®-l)sR- 2rr (RY * 2®R%) Y 
*2tx( RY* 3© F?3- R3)( yf * X*) 
- |-TT + +4-frRY^S’dPdr. 

It is easily seen that = € so that the expression 

becomes ^ 

U-J, J4 %{3n-(G>-t?R +2T,(R
s/?+ 2®R5)/3J 

+ 2tr(R5/?2* 3®RS-R’) (€,s+S'zcos*e) 

+ |iT R5^'3-- f'cos'e)* } dRdZ. 
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(III.15.) 

Integration over R is easily performed to yield 

= $o
L if + 2l(hfiz+ 2®)/2z 

* ei ( 3® -i)(e'2+ £,Zcos2e) 
+ 4lh (<£'%• S^cos'-e)2' j c/ Z 

where J-? = H* ( b2 - ae) > 

I * if ( b^-a*) (III.16.) 
„a L — i? Cb^- a*) 
nd b - 3 (b4_ - 

Obviously is the cross sectional area of the bar, I the second moment 

of the cross sectional area and hi a third moment of the cross sectional 

area. The expression 0* +■ S cOS% can be evaluated easily using relations 

(C.l) and (C.2) of Appendix C. 

The second contribution to the potential energy of the bar is 

that of the external loads and the body forces. The gravity force will 

be regarded as an external load distributed uniformly along the axis of 

the bar and acting through the axis. The magnitude of this load is 

J^cfl^CoSof in the positive z direction and yj-ig Sino< in the negative 

y direction, where is the mass density of the bar, J-l its cross sec¬ 

tional area, g the acceleration of gravity and o< the inclination of the 

constraining plane with respect to the gravity field. It is assumed that 

the bar is subjected to axial tensile forces and moments at each end. The 

force and moment at the end Z = 0 are denoted P0 and M0 respectively and 

those at the end Z = L, P and M respectively. Recognizing that under the 

boundary conditions(the vanishing of the lateral displacement gradients 

at each end of the bar) (o) and ^>(L) represent the angles of axial 

rotation of the bar at these points, the potential energy of the external 

loadings is easily seen to be expressible as 

- 13 - 



(III.IT.) 

-O..- - Pz0 (0 
+ R> ^o(O) - M f(L) + M0 %(o) 

+ i f^3( y0sino< - Z’OCOSCK )dZ. 

The total potential energy of the deflected bar is the sum of (III.17.) 

and (III.15.) or 

where 

T » U+JQ = { % [cR (*£*■* y'% z,'2- l)2 

+ 21 [_h( Y~ S'sin&f + 2. ('XoZ+y£z+ z0
,2)]( ^ - S'sin e) 

+ 2l[h (S'sine)z+ 3(%lZ+\)?+ Z?)~ l] (€'“■/• cos20 

+ ^ Th (e,z+ S/Zcos2e)2J dZ 

+ -L 9 ( y° s!nc* - ZoCos°<) dZ 
-Pz^L) -t-RzJO) + 

*/ = y." +ziZo) - *"(zlz) 
('XlW + Z!') fyl'+zl*' 

£'= 
y'z'' - y" Zo 

Sine = 

y 
/e + Zo 

COS € - 
T^TyFTSF Hf* y.'Vzo*‘ 

J={ = rr(bz-$ 9 I = £(b4-a4) and h= • 

(III.18.) 

(c.i) 

(c.2) 

(III.8.) 

(III.16.) 

The expression (III.18.) is a completely general expression 

for the potential energy of a bar of cylindrical cross section for any 

set of center line displacements xQ, yQ and zQ and twist ^ , subject 

only to the assumptions of (l) no lateral contraction of the cross sec¬ 

tions; and (2) the cross sections originally normal to the center line 

remaining plane and normal to the distorted center line curve. This 

expression cannot be extended to bars of other cross sections, even if 

warping and lateral effects are ignored, without re-examination of the 

calculations in Appendix B and in the last paragraphs. 
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IV. Variation of the Potential Energy, 
Buckling Modes 

As noted in section I it is now necessary to hypothesize 

an equilibrium configuration and consider the energy variation created 

by small perturbations of the configuration. It is possible to assume 

a completely general equilibrium configuration and use the vanishing of 

a portion of the first variation of the energy to evaluate the correspond¬ 

ing displacement coordinates, but in view of the elementary nature of the 

equilibrium problem it is more convenient to assume a more restricted 

equilibrium configuration. The assumed equilibrium configuration is 

expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 

IT = R j 0 ~ @ -*■ Vz , and Z = (A + BZ)Z. (IV.1.) 

The motivation for this is obvious: it is assumed that there is no 

lateral contraction, *4^ represents a twist per unit final length of the 

bar, A represents unity plus a small strain due to the tensile loading, 

and B represents the linearly varying strain due to the tensile effect 

of the gravity force. Any deformation due to contact with the rigid 

plane on which the bar lies is ignored: this omission would be expected 

to lead to the configuration (IV.1.) being only approximately in equi¬ 

librium with the given external effects. It will be assumed in all 

that follows that the quantities e = A-l and BL are sufficiently small 

that their squares may be neglected with respect to the quantities 

themselves. In terms of center line displacements and the angle ^, the 

assumed equilibrium configuration is given by 

^oe=yoe = 0, Zoe = f/A+BZ)Z5 and j^y(/\+ BZ)Z, (iv.2.) 

A momentarily unspecified variation in each of the four 

displacement parameters can now be added to these base values and the 
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total displacements used in (III.18.) to calculate the potential energy 

in the perturbed configuration; subtracting the value obtained by use 

of the equilibrium displacements produces the variation of energy due 

to the perturbation. The actual calculation of these quantities is 

relegated to Appendix D. It need only be noted here that terms of order 

greater than the second in the variations of the displacements are 

neglected. Using the notation of the calculus of variations (which is 

not completely appropriate here, since it is anticipated that the 

variations in the displacement coordinates will later be taken to be 

small but not infinitesimal), the total variation of the potential 

energy is 

AT= -PSzJL) -P.Szo(O) -MSfa) + M.Sf(0) 

♦ r Ce* 2B2) -'-rH'*] Sz.' +8I¥'(i+3e+46Z)Jf'] 

*?‘%3 (Sy.sirm - Sz0cos«)|dZ 
+J % (USe->iez)$z!z+IC,IiJ(l*ec^BZ)Szl'bl!' (D.6) 

+41 a*?e +4B z)sf'l+ 4 [cfl fe.2BZ)+If!] (S*.' + Sy'z) 
+16 Bl't'&X.'Sy' -8If(l+e + ?BZ) WSy? 

-1C 81 CSvi SK" + Syi %") 
+ 4 I (1 + e + SBz) (S*!* * Syi,e) }d Z. 

p 2 2 
Here e = A-l, and terms of the order of e and B L are neglected with 

respect to terms of the order of e and BL. It is assumed that V^2^2, 

^be and terms of similar order are negligible with respect to unity but 

no other restrictions are placed on the magnitude of 

The first necessary condition for equilibrium of the body in 

the assumed equilibrium configuration, as previously stated, is ST^O, 

where ST denotes the first order terms in (D.6). The expression for ST 

can be simplified by integrating partially the terms involving Sz£ and 
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The result is 

ST = l-P + 2G[cfl(e-2BL) + rV
a]} Sz.CL) 

+ { ft-2G(JIle + r't'J) } Sz.(O) 

*[-M*2GI'f(i*3e*<iBl) ] S$(D 
* ^Mo-2GH'(l-*3e) } S$(0) 

J0 { 5^3 Si’n« Si). - (3GJ1 B + fJdq COSo< ) Sz0 
-I2GIBVSjr } dZ. 

If it is required that ST £0 hold, since Sza and S^ are not 

restricted hut Sy0^ 0 then 

-P + 2G,['R(e + SBL) + IViJ =0, 

ft-2G(<fle+rr) “0, 

-/W + 2GIY(i+3e + 6BL} =0, 
M.-ZGIf(l*3e) =0, 

—'^GJIB - coscx =0 

and -leGier =o. 

These relations are satisfied subject to the approximation Se^BL^l, 

■by 

M 
(l) M - Mo- 2GI ^ or Y* ~ 2QI ^ 

Jr (2) e = = e
o--£-VS , 

(3) B= ~ ^gfe°s * , 
(IV.3») 

and (4) P * P0 + L Coscx , 

excepting, of course, the last, which is only approximately satisfied 

for 12GIB<P very small. This approximation is not extremely serious 

since it is to he expected that B will usually he rather small and 9* 

usually significantly less than one. Presumably the neglect of contact 

deformation is responsible for this anomaly. Note the division of e into 

I 11 
eD and — T : the determination of buckling parameters requires the 

cP 

separation of the effects due to axial tension from those due to torsion. 
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Assuming that the contribution to the energy of the term 

12GIByy is negligible, the only contribution of the first variation 

of the energy to the total change is 

J fctfg si'n°< %y0 dz. tO. (iv.4.) 

Thus the position of equilibrium will be stable for all small displace¬ 

ments therefrom which involve a lifting of the bar from the constraining 

plane. For displacements in which there is no such lifting the integral 

(IV.4.) is zero but, as will be shown below, for such motions the second 

variation of the energy is positive definite so that the position is 

without question stable in the classical sense. 

Now it is necessary, as previously stated, to examine the 

possibility of the second variation of the energy being sufficiently 

negative to overcome the positive first variation for somewhat larger 

perturbations. From (D.6) and(lV,4.) 

AT = fJIg s!r.o< + 

fl6Ili,(uee^BZ)sksi' + 4I(i+?e*48Z)Si,z 

+ A [cH( e + 2 B Z) - I r2] (W** Syi‘) * I6 BI¥'£*.' Syi (I 

-8rt(l+e*?B2)S^ Si/." - IABI(%a‘W,‘+SyiSy") 

+4I(l+e*8B Z)(S*S'+Syf')}dZ. 

The only terms in this expression which are not positive definite it 

is assumed 6 + 2BZ >0(that the bar is under tension throughout its length) 

are 

a) it rrCi+ze+^ez) sz/sy 
(s) i6rrBS#,' u'. 

(IV 
(3) 8If (l + e + 2BZ) S%lSy“ 

and (4) / G> BI ( S'#© Stfo1 + £y0
//3 • 
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Attention to the derivation in Appendix D reveals that the last term of 

the four arises from expansion of squared terms and thus cannot decrease 

the positive nature of the integral. The quantity 'f’B has already been 

assumed quite small and thus the second term would not be expected to 

contribute significantly. It is to be expected from the nature of the 

problem that the quantity S Z0 will be significantly smaller than S'/o or 

Sy0J this, together with the fact that the coefficient of (IV.6., l) is 

proportional to ^ while all other terms in (IV.5.) involving the vari¬ 

ables Sza and have coefficients proportional to unity, rules out any 

effective contribution from the first term. Thus (IV.6., 3) must be 

the significant term in reducing the positive nature of the second vari- 

ation. Because of this, if the y displacement is identically zero S T 

is positive definite, as was previously stated. 

As pointed out above, it is to be expected that the contribu¬ 

tion of the terms Szc and to the energy variation will be essentially 

positive. Since buckling will occur at the lowest energy level it must 

occur in such a way that 

SZo-0 and S = 0« (IV.7.) 

Thus it is presumed that the buckling mode will include no extensional 

or torsional effects other than those arising from the lateral deflection 

of the bar: this is quite reasonable physically since with the ends of 

the bar restrained it would not be expected to spontaneously elongate or 

untwist. 

The requirement that be zero does not of course rule out 

any untwisting of the bar. The term/3= Ssine encountered in the 

expressions for Vlrz and i^z is a measure of the "absolute" torsion of 

the bar: it can easily be demonstrated that (3 represents the component 
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in the direction of the disturbed center line of the rate of change of 

angular position of the cross sections with respect to Z. 

The latter contribution to } S'sf*n 6} represents the twist¬ 

ing of the bar due to the lateral deformation and in fact gives rise to 

(IV.6., 3)> the key term in the energy expression. This is not unexpected, 

but the fact that this contribution to the energy is not symmetric in 

S-Xo and Sijo is at first glance surprising since neither displacement 

was repressed in the algebraic manipulations leading to the formulation 

of the energy variation. The cause of this lack of symmetry is the 

choice of the non-symmetric parameter (f to express the twisting motion 

of the bar. In one of his various formulations of the problem of 

compression and torsion buckling Goodier [13] expresses the cross-section 

location in a manner similar to that used in section III but chooses the 

opposite order of rotations about and Vy. The final rotation angle 

is used as the twisting parameter and assuming that it does not vary in 

the buckling, Goodier derives an energy expression in which the term 

analogous to (IV.6., 3) involves "St/oSK" rather than Sxjfyo as here. 

Another formulation of the problem in that paper involves the use of a 

rotation parameter which is the average of these two non-symmetric para¬ 

meters, and the energy term corresponding to (IV.6., 3) then involves 
( SxJ'S'yo- S*o'Si/o"). (This parameter is the usual Infinitesimal rotation 

angle; see also Pearson £3], p. 137 and Love [l8], pp. 383-386.) This 

ambivalence of rotation parameters raises some theoretical questions 

regarding the calculation of the second variation of the energy, but it 

will most probably be of no significance in practical applications since 

the quantities involved would not be expected to differ significantly. 

More critical cases might warrant investigation of the theoretical 

implications. 
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To further establish the nature of the probable buckling mode 

it can be noted that the center line of a twisted unconstrained thin rod 

assumes a helical shape. It would be expected that even under the 

constraint and gravity loading encountered here the center line curve 

would approximate a helix. It is at any rate an established practical 

rule that the buckling parameters are not critically dependent upon the 

exact nature of the buckling displacement assumed as long as no significant 

are assumed. These, with the first of (IV.7.) approximate a helix and 

satisfy the boundary conditions of vanishing displacements and slopes at 

the ends of the buckled bar (see Figure 3 for graphs of these functions). 

A single wave of displacement is considered but the length, L, of the 

buckled bar will be carried as an undetermined constant, as will the dis¬ 

placement magnitude parameter F. 

modes are repressed, e.g. here to assume a motion for which 
o 

With this in mind the deformations 

(IV.8.) 
and Sy. = F(l-oos^z) 
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V. Determination of Buckling Parameters 

With the displacements (IV.7«) and (IV.8.) the energy variation 

equation (IV.5.) Becomes 

AT = fcfl3Bin«fV(l-cos &z)dZ 

+ <e° * ? 8Z)(4 coi* r - 2cos + i) 

-|6BIS'(4§>t)(cos^Zs1V>^'Z-cos ^Zsfn^z) 

+£rf Cl*e.* 2BZ)(8^Fz) ( cos fzco^z - CoSz££z) 

-|6Bl(8pFf)(cos^Z sin ^Z + cos^*s/„ iZTz 

•COSSin 77 z) 

^r('l+eo+eBZ)(l^Fayi"2sm^Zsr,o^fZ + siV^IZ)]dZ 

L_ 

unity. This expression is easily integrated to yield 

yz with respect to using the relation 0 = 0o “ W and neglecting 

AT = ifjlgsi'n* FL + Gjqe.fagV^fL) 

+GJ1 C26)^aV1)(|L2) + 2GIV(l*e.)(%$F% 0 

+ 8GIF (ZB) (8 %'F$ (- £) + GI a * e.) ( U,$F) (%) 

+ GI (ze)(ligF‘)(f‘) 

or, rearranging terms, 

AT = (^J^L siV\<p{) p (v.i.) 

feo+SL.)* *^^-a-(l+e*4ei)j F* 

The change of energy is thus made to depend on the single displacement 

magnitude parameter F. From (IV.8.) Sjyo®0 implies F^O and the 

position F = 0 represents the stable equilibrium configuration. If there 
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exists a point F* which also represents a position of equilibrium 

it must satisfy the relation 

9 AT 

9 F 
(V.2.) 

Further, if this is to be a stable equilibrium F* must satisfy 

>0. 22AT 
9FS (V.3.) 

F»r 
These expressions are the one-dimensional equivalents of those noted 

in section I for multi-dimensional system stability (with holomorphic 

constraints). Applying(V.2.) to (V.l.) results in 

L sine* + 2F*[ ] -0 
where the brackets denote the terms enclosed by square brackets in 

(V.l.). Solving for F*, 

1—4c _ .S><RqL S|'no( 

2C ] 
(v.4.) 

Considering the requirement (V.3.) it can be seen that the configura¬ 

tion is stable, of indeterminant stability or unstable, according to 

whether the term [] = 
j~£££l_rrl(e^B(j + S^Jn<a^gL)_ SQjJf3(v.5.) 

is positive, zero, or negative, respectively. For any fixed values of 

all of the other quantities there exists a 'P sufficiently large to make 

this quantity negative and thus lead to instability of the system in the 

displaced equilibrium configuration. (Note that under compression 

rather than tension the first term in (V.5.) also contributes to the 

negativeness.) Moreover, since P^O, from the constraint, the quantity 

F* given by (V.k.) exists only for negative values of (V.5.); thus if 
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such an equilibrium configuration exists it is unstable. For (V.5.) 

small but negative F* becomes very large, and to the restricted validity 

of the calculation an infinite displacement is required to reach a 

position of equilibrium when (V.5.) vanishes. 

The quantity (V.5.) multiplied by F is the second variation 

of the potential energy, and for the case of no gravity loading (<= g S m = 0) 

its vanishing determines the lowest buckling twist. Calling the value of 

for which (V.5.) vanishes '4CR it can be seen that with all other para¬ 

meters fixed the system possesses a second, unstable, equilibrium position 

at F*('//) if %R', it cannot buckle for and at *3^- fc-R a very 

large lateral displacement is necessary to reach a position of equilibrium. 

The critical value of ^ is found by setting (V.5.) equal to zero: 

(U _ 3rr , 3 cff(eo + gL) L (v.6.) 
C/? L* <4 I(l+e0+BL) Tr 

As a partial check on this expression it can be noted that for no extension 

of the bar and no gravity field this yields a (classical) buckling twist of 

377 

u 

which compares favorably with that quoted in the literature for the same 

conditions: 

Ziegler (ft], p. 389)5 'Vc.R - 2.86l 

Greenhill ([12], p. 205): = 4 jj. 

The question of the influence of the wave length of the 

displacement must now be considered. First, ’/c/? possesses a relative 

minimum with respect to L if 

5 VCR _ 

3 L 
= 0 and 

Lz 
>0. 

From (V.6.) 

_ 3n 3H(e> + BL) ScffSL 
3 L L2 <ia+e,+f?L)n 4I(l*e.+BLTir; ' 
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This is simplified if BL is assumed much smaller than e0, to 

3VCR __ _ _3rr 3cHe0 
a L Lz 41 (!<■ e0) rr 

and further, 

3z%e 6>rr >0 

SO 

L3 
that V/C£ always possesses a minimum with respect to L. This minimum 

occurs at 

TTZ cHe< or 

^ 4ICi+et) 
c 

(V.7.) 

and here 

or 

_ 3 cfleo 3ffle. j4I(l*eS 
•J & ia*eo 4r<Ve„W J7e. 

^ = 5 ^ 

'cffeo 1 

I(/+Co) (V.8.) 

As e0 approaches zero approaches zero and L* hecomes infinite. 

The lowest value of v/^>, then, would in most cases for very small 

tensions "be the value given by (V.6.) with the total available length 

of the bar substituted for L. 

The nature of the relationship between and L is illustrated 

in Figure 4. The upper graph contains curves of H'C.R versus L for various 

values of the extension e0 for a typical case. The lower graph isolates 

one of these curves. It is seen that for W greater than minimum 

buckling is possible with wave length between Lj. and L2 (which are the 

two roots of equation (V.6.) for 'Vc.R. = *V)i 

Li= rr 
3 cH <5o 
I ra+eo 

- 6rr 
V- vV2- f&lJ 

%z 

and 

b2= rr 

(V.9.) 
c/7e, 

3 cfl 6o 
* ra*e0) 

&Tr i77*  
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To determine exactly the wave length at which "buckling may he 

expected, consider the expression for F* (again neglecting BL with 

respect to e0): 

p*_  PcHgsm cx  (v.10.) 

" - 3-^ e. - (t+<;.)] 

F* becomes infinite at L e<4ual to and Lg and is positive in the 

interval between them so it must possess a relative minimum in that 

region, being continuous. (A typical plot of F# versus L is shown in 

Figure 5.) Maximizing the denominator of (V.10.) yields the two values 

n _ _ ft /»*- §%%»,»' (v-ii.) 
US ~ 8 

This always yields solutions for ^ ^ Vce/w/M It can be shown that the. 

positive sign is the correct choice here since the negative sign yields 

a value of Lg greater than L2* 

If the total length of the bar available is less than the 

value (V.ll.) the buckling would be expected to occur over the full 

length of the bar. 
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VI. Results 

The calculations indicated previously can he systematically 

applied to determine the possibility of instabilities in a given system 

using the following procedure: 

(l) Determine the quantities 

So — 
_ R 

2 GoR 
g _ _ _ 99 cog©< 

<4G 

M 
2QI 

where PQ is the axial tensile force applied to the 

bar at the uppermost point, M the torque applied, 

pgthe weight density, J~l the cross-sectional area, 

I the second moment of area of the cross section, 

6 the shear modulus for the bar, and c* the inclina¬ 

tion of the bar with respect to the direction of the 

gravity field (Figure l). 

(2) Compare the total length of the bar, 1, to the quantity 

(a) If 1 ^ L* the bar cannot buckle for 

^ < zjfinsr ■ 
If ^ is greater than this quantity buckling 

is possible if (3) and (4) are fulfilled. 

(b) If 1 < L* the bar cannot buckle for 

<A< -A si) J. 
1 4l(i+eo+6l) rr ' 
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If is greater than this quantity buckling 

is possible if (3) and (4) are fulfilled. 

(3) The buckling will occur with a wave length given by 

the larger of 1 and 

(4) The buckling will occur only if the bar is displaced a 

distance equal to or greater than 

where 1^ is the wave length found in step (3). 

It should be repeated here that the buckling parameters found 

represent lower limits on the actual parameters and that they are subject 

to the approximations that 

(i) cross sections of the bar do not deform laterally; 

(ii) cross sections remain plane and normal to the deformed 

center line of the bar; 

(iii) eQ and B1 are of the order of the usual small deforma¬ 

tion gradient elasticity strains and B1 is much smaller 

than eQ; and 

(iv) where b is the largest radius of the cross section 

8l7 

yjfs 

is negligible with respect to unity. 
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Appendix A 

Calculation of the Distorted Metric Elements 

From (III.10.) the distorted material coordinate metric tensor 

can be calculated using (III.11.) for the displacement gradients and 

(ill.4.) to evaluate the unspecified coefficients in (ill.11.). First, 

RII ’21 ^3| 

13T- A12 t\z"Z R 

A/, fi/z Riz y 

Rzi 

Aa, 

A 22. 

R3Z. zi )(+ f\L Y 

or 

(An /^i2+flzi + (yo +fH\X + Rn 
U/Q?( + 

CRh+ni. +H£) 
F\ izi'x*-1' /Ri{)(+ i* Y) 

+Azz(yi+az,x+fl£ Y) 
fflsz i'z'o -* ^/X+/v*^o 

(*J + A,',X-a, Y) 
+ (y>‘ + FlziX+ AlzY)7- 
+ CZI+W+RU vy- 

where the other terms are omitted since :vi is symmetric. 

From the fact that [A] represents an orthogonal transformation, 

(A.l) 
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3 

=
 SiK. 

j=i 

(A.2) 

Applying rule (A.2) to (A.l) results in 

1, %Y=0. (A.3) 

Differentiation of (A.2) results in 

PljK + ^ji/^jk) —0. 
j=i 

(A.4) 

This result will be useful later. 

To evaluate YxZ i-fc is first expanded to 

Y/z ~ Rii Rz, yJ ^ R 
+ X(A„ All + Au Aii+ A3I As,) 
*Y(A„A;2 + AZ, Ail * At, Ail). 

(A.5) 

From (A.4), with i = k, the coefficient of X is zero. Expansion of 

^YZ yields 

= R n Vo + + Rit zj 
*X(fl,zR,i * AzzAi, + AszAs,) 
+ Y( AizAn f Azi Ail * /t3i A(z). 

Again, (A.4), with i = k, reveals that the coefficient of Y is zero. 

Further, from (A.4), with i = 1 and k = 2, 

AzA,', * AizAl, * Azzfli, =-(/!., Ail +AU AL *A3I Ai) (*.7) 

so that the Y coefficient of Yxz and the X coefficient of Y/z are equal 

hut opposite in sign. Now Yxz can he expanded, evaluating the matrix 

elements A-y and abbreviating cosine by c and sine by s to yield 

-b 

R/i <Vo +■ R-2! yJ + Rzi zl 

Y[ (c$ce)(-s'$>c<£ - s^c'e) 

+ (5$>cS- c$sesS)(c,$cS+c$>dS +s'(>sesS+s§>s,6sS 
+ Sj>S£s'<0 

+ (.sfys£+c£s€c£)(cl(ps£ +cjsl£-$'£><$&c£ -s(f>s,ec£ 
- S£-S<£C' SJJ 
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where the derivatives of the trigonometric functions are not evaluated. 

Expanding this product and making liberal use of trigonometric identities 

produces 

S^rz ” f\i[ 'Xo + Rn y° + R31 zL 

-+ Y £ s'fy (~C (g cz€ - +Cl(fS(f 

+ s*€ (-cfrstfst) + c'e (~c(fS$ ce) 

+ s'&CcSse +■ sze) 

+ clS(-sS56 +Sj>c$ c£$%)]. 

Now, combining terms and recognizing that, in general, 

cGs'Q - s©c'© - ©' 

$*0 + cGc'0 = 0 J 

Yxz - Ru <Q + Rv (/o + Rst zj 

+ Y (-&'+ S*s/ne) 

and thus from (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7) 

Styz ~ Riz^o + R-Z.2 y* + R32 zl 

■+ XY f7- S'sine)* 
The leading terms in these two expressions can be expanded, using 

(III.M and (III.8.) as follows: 

R“ 4® + Rzi y° + Rst Zo - coj- (f (+ S/n $ (~^~) y* 

~caI^ ('~w)( ~w) & + s,Mf (w)*• 

+zl 

f ^J,y + ffs, ?o = ^- -^jr 

-t-cosf (X®7
 _ *0* j/o

2
 \ _ ^ 

' 1® I®-!® ^V©7 ' u (A.8) 
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and 
fttzftl + ftz2<Jo ■+ft3zZ'o - ~ Si'll £ (l^ )#< 

K vlr)2° 
+ CoS f(-w)^ 

" s,'«i 

+ Cos 

= 0 
(A.9) 

z_ 2, 2 
recalling that © ~ y<i + ZL . Thus, final expressions for these two 

metric terms are 

%z= ~ Y( (A.10) 

^vz - X( Q ~ ^ s/oe) . 

The expression for the zz element of the distorted metric (A.l) 

expands to 

%z = xlz* ZM,: X X - 2Ah xl V *Alhl+ 2Ah Ah X/ + An Y* 
-ylz- Z AhylX- 2AhylY- AhY+ 2Ah HhXY - AnY2 

- ziz + ZAh a! X * 2Ah zl Y t ff£x2+ ZAh AhXY - Ah^Y2 

= ( Xl 2- yl V zLz) - 2 X [ A xl - Ah yi * Ah zl] 

+ 2Y [ahXl 1 Ahyl + Ah ?l J 

- Xl[A,:Z-Ah2 -Ah2] 
- Y‘[ A!h - Ah2 + Aih ] 
+2X Y [A!,A,[ - Ah Ah - Ah Ah] . 

First it can he noted that differentiation of (A„4) yields 

Z (AiiAi* - 2AjiA-K - An A‘h) = 0 
or 

Here then 

AC*A£+A£- - (AuA!! - AvAh -A„Ah!) 
A£*A£ + A£- - (An All >P-n Ah-An Ah). 
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And similarly differentiation of (A.8) and (A.9) yields 

fl„ x"+ Rz, yl1 z- - (Ah«: + f)i yi +fl« zl) 

9ez «/„** zl). 
The expression for (-^zz can then he expanded most economically 

in the form: 

Hz = © - 2 X [ A, * * + A, y." -* A, z."J 
-2 V [A, ot." + As y." + Rzz z."] 
- X! [fl,A,'* A, A" +AS,AT J 
- Yz [Riz Rtt+ RziRYz + A. A* J 
<2XY[R: f)k * Rz, RU * fklflsz ] 

or ® -2X[«]-2Y[(3]-X2f2f] -Y2[x7 +2XY1>]. 

Evaluating these coefficients in turn, 

^ = (c^ce)(c"fo£ + Zd(p<z'€ +c(fd'e) 

+ (s£c£-c(fS€s£) c £ + 2s,^>c/£ + s£c"£ 

- c"(fs&s£-£c.'(fsles£ - Zc'^ses'S - cj> s'fes’i' 

-2c^s'es'ff - c<f>ses"£) 

+ (s£s£+ c£ se c s'^sf + R- sj>s"S 

+ c"<psec£ + 2d(g>s'€Q.£ + 2c^y6c/X+cj.svec<T 

+ 2c£ s'<£ Cf£ + SCc''^). 

After much algebraic manipulation, noting that in general cos©cos"©-f 

sin©sin"© = -©,2, 

= -^+ c't(-ZS'scs$) *sy(2S'stc$) 

+ s'e (-Zs^S') - 

or 

^ = — ^ +• 2 £ £*S€. — c2^ —2c £sj» S' 

•S7 (Vj 
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(A.11) 

Recognizing that sin' € - e'cos€, then 

-c^e'^ZSVsfcfcc 

- S'2 + clf Sze) . 

Continuing, 

\ = (,-s‘^ceN)(_s,,f C€ ~ 2s'£cte -s}c°e) 

+ (cSc£ s<fses£)(c."Sc<f +Zc'$c.l<f + c&c11^ 

■*-s,,$>sG s£ + 2s'(jsl<=sS + Zs^se sl£ sksl 

4 2s<fs'esl$ +s(f>se s"<S) 

+ (c$s&-sfycSse) (c"(f s § ■+2cl(^s,£ ->-c^s"S 

-s"§cSs€ - 2s'tfc'Sse. - Zs'jpcSsk -sfyd'Sse 

- 2 %(f c'Ssk - s^cSV'e)* 

Proceeding as before results in 

X ~ - ^ + 2p S'se - •* ZS'sk cj>sf 

~ S'Z(sZj> Sz£ ~CZ£) 

X= ~ &^S£ ■+ 2 S s' c£s£ C£ 

'~€iZSZf-Sl (sz(f sz6 + C2j) • 

Row, 

yU = fc'^ce + c<j>c,e)(-s,fc6 - sfyc'e) 

-h(s'<f<z£ + sf c^f -c^ se s-S’ - c^s'e sS- cjses'S)(c^cS 

+c £cl£ + s-^ se s£ +5J r'esX + sfases'S) 

+( s'(fs£ + ££$'£ +c'{pSe c£ -4- c£s<sCS+ c([S€C,&) (c^sS 

-fc£s'£-s^cSse -s£clSs£ -sfrcSs-'e). 

Algebraic manipulation and recognition of the identity (sin’0)^ 4~ 

(cos'0)2 = 9'2 yields 

e/2-t-cfpstp ck £‘ + S' (cz<p-s*£) sk 



or 

/A = (£' c2e - £/ jc^r^ + (cz(f>- sl<f ) S'z'ce. . 

Finally, using the relations (II.8.), 

*“K*) 

(A.13) 

l.il 

-CM£(.T§-ite-y»" 
SlU - W Zo" 

- CoS 
xZ (y0'2-t (/"* Zo'z") 

+ s/n 
/ / yl'zJ-yU" 
M . VH> V©1 

+cosK^) -smKw^z") 
+ cosf r\iW * 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

Thus the total expression for ^zz is 

y^z = © + 2X £ ~ y* fyi *Z°) Cosf 

+ Mix-yfzi s/« 

{ fyJ2-'- z^) - oco1 (yi y“ + Zo z£) 

V®1 VW) 
5in^> 

*! 
II -7-1 ") 
— C°s£ [ 

vr J 
yi z» - yi1 

(Continued) 
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+ 2XY[ (£'cze - e,z)c<fsf> + Z'e'ce- (clf-szf) $ 

+ YZ f ty,Z " ZS'^se + €/2- 2 8'e1 c&cfyj^ 

+ S,t(szfysl€ 4C*f)J 

+ X2{ f/Z- Zf'S'se ^e'Vj> + 2SVsfcfC£ 
+ S/Z(s^f c2fs-2e)J. 

This can he written more economically using equations (C.l) and (C.2) 

for the X and Y coefficients and denoting -f hy R^, 

V'zz = ® -+ SX^V^d'cosf ■*• S's/b f I 

+ 2 Y ^-A/W^SIM^ + ^ 
+ /■? £ f' - 2 S'^s/zie + S/2S/7I*€ ^ 

+ S' S/Vf lf -*• Cos .s/Vi *€ — 5/V2£ ) 

+ BS'e*Sinfycos f> cose ^-G/2cor2^/ 

+ 2X COSZ€ CO3^>. 5M<f -;<S.,Zc.os.(jS|'n^ 

-t-SVcoS€(cos*f - smz(f)~\ 

+ y2^ S' (coslf + j/7f*f svVize -SMze) 

+ €iXsir?2f - 2 r/£/ oose s*/V» f coi f j^. 

This can then he factored to yield 

^zz= ® +2xf V®1 €( Coj 4> + V®7 r'*/* f F 

^ ^Y ^~/\/($ &1 sibfy + *\/@7<T'corfj ^ 

+ Rz ^ %'sihe ~^z 

4 XZ £ S's/Wf CoJ6 + €' COJ f J2, 

4 2XV(j>cos6 •+€' coj^ coif coffe - €*.37/> 

4 y2 ^ s'corf C0X6 - €'sm f 
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or finally 

H^zz = (5) + 2X[V®,€'cosf ♦ VSZ's/niJ 

+ 2 Y € sln| + (A.I6) 

+ Rl[J'-SW]* 
•+ ^ X [Ssm^cose -t-e'cos^] ~ Y[~ %‘cos$cose + e'swii . 
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Appendix B 

Calculation of the Unit Strain Energy 

The unit strain energy is given by 

V- f- r(¥'«-l)i+2¥'xi 
+2Wi ] (III.13) 

and the metric components involved are 

= - Y (f - S's/Vie) 

'fVz - X £ f/_ S'sm fe) 
Viz = (2) + 2X [V® 61 coif + VIT S's/V)^] (III.12.) 

+2y [-VW e' sin ^ + //l? S*C-OS f J 

+ Ra[ ^-^s/nej2 

+ {X[c'cosfc-t- S,stbf>Q.oseJ- Yfe'smfy- S'cosfcojejJ. 

The computations are simplified by first noting that cos € = and 

thus if we define the groups 

- y ~ ^SiriG 

y^~ e'coy^ + ^s/Vi^core. 

^ c.oj € 

the metric components become 

Vxz=-Y/Z Yyz-Y/S 

= © + zYWyX - zYW&Y 
4 R^11 (Xi2-YX?. 

From the first two of the relations (B.l), 

2%l +Z %z = 2 R)33 

2 
and the third can be applied to calculate the term ( - l) • It will 

simplify calculations to first note that the expression V0 will be 

integrated over the original volume of the bar to obtain the total 

(B.l) 
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strain energy. Since the bar is rotationally symmetric, certain groups 

of terms will be lost in the integration. This is most easily seen in 

polar coordinate form: the limits on R and © in the integration are 

independent and such terms as 
P2ir 

Jo XF(R,Z)d© = ]oRf(RJZ
>) cos ©d© 

will not contribute to the total integral. In the expansion of (^zz - l)2, 

therefore, all terms involving f(R, Z)X, f(R, Z)Y, f(R, Z)(X2 - Y2), 

f(R, Z)X3, F(R, Z)Y3, F(R, Z)XnY, and f(R, Z)YnX are not included. (Note 

that (Q, !$, > and are functions of Z only.) Thus, denoting the 

deleted quantity by ( ^zz - l)2eff., 

(Vij- i)«ff. = • <D* + 2(2 R*|S2 * 2® - 2®/Y2 - 2® 

+4®XY+ 4®VV+ 2Rl/8‘X^1 

-2X^J+ * Y'V - 2 Y^t2 *1. 

= 2® + l + R^2(/?2
/?

Z
+2®-Z) 

+X2( 2®* 2RY-2 + 4®)^ 
+ Y2( 2© + 4® ZR^-Z)lAz 

+ Y4^ + 4X2r2f X1 + Y*#.* 

or finally 

= (Q-tf + (R!/Sz * 2®-2) R1/?1 

+ Z(RY* 3®- h(xY+ Y2^) 

+ X4 + 6 xVY ^ + Y V. 
Thus a final expression for the unit strain energy involving these 

groups is 
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Viff. - f (R¥*+Z®-2)RZPZ 

+ 2 ( RY + 3® - iyXlrjz * YxX‘) 
4 X“Y 4 2Rl|3*] 

Veff. - Jf [(®-l)z-* ( RZ|32+ 2®) RJ|3* 

4 e ( RlF+3Q> -1) ( X2rf * Y1^) 
4 X“V 4 4xlYVKt+Y',*‘'] 

where 

j2- y~ S'sine 

e'cosf1 +£'sincose 

^K—S1
 SlV\ (p — SrCoS (f Coi 6 , 

(B.2) 
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Appendix C 

Calculation of the Gradient of Angular Coordinates 

Differentiation of the first of equations (III.8.) yields 

sin e = £ cose = ^  

(vi*" +■ yi<JS +zjz") - ‘jl’+zi1) 

(yi w ” ■* zL zi‘) - ■%;' (u; l* z?) 
<®3'* 

_ nCfyl'i"+?l ?i') - 'x! (M?+ ZJz) T/CST 

or 

_ 'xi (ni vt1 + zi zL') - ■y.ll(/u„' V 2c.13) 

Differentiation of the second yields 

Sin's = S'^sS= y° (*&)(**' a." * 2zU!)- U*yg 

yl ( g,*Wo1 + Zo go") - ni1 (yl*+ zlz) 
©3/t 

^Zc! Zo11 - ^/o1 Zcfz 

©3/t 

^Zo" -^"ZoO zi 

(D 

or 

s' - yoZo-yi^J 

(c.i) 

(C.2) 

Differentiation of the remaining two expressions in (ill.8.) yields the 

same results. 
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Appendix D 

Calculation of the Variation of Energy 

The potential energy is given hy equation (III.18.) as 

T - -Pz.(L) +Rz.(0) +Mof(0) 

+2l(hf* 3® -l)(«,2-r S'We) 

*}lh (s'z* £'*cos*e)J] 

[ yesino< - zt cososj IdZ 

where the group ^2 =(p'-S's/r) €. is retained. Note that in terms of 

xo> y0> zo and 

„ // r-/_. /_/ . 'xlCvlz?- ul'zi) 

(D.l) 

and 

C/Z+ S^CoS^S - 
(yo</„"+ zizH) - ok" (yj^ z'2) 

<D l/©7 

n 

•f & ^o1 - zl 
(D.2) 

where (D = x^2 -t y^2 -p z£2 and (§) = y^2 z^2. 

Now it is required to calculate the value of the potential energy for 

the set of displacements 

tfo = Stf* , yo = S(/o , Zo - Zoe + SZo and f 

where Zoe=(/4 + BZ)Z and £e= +BZ)Zl, ^, A and B being constants. 

The potential energy for the set 

0(o - O s y0 = O » Ze = Zoe and ~ 

is to he subtracted from that value. The calculation of the energy for 
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the perturbed position will he limited to terms of less than third order 

in the variational displacements. For this purpose it may he observed 

that y$>(D an<3 (^) will consist of zero, first and second as well as higher 

order terms in these displacements, whereas the group {€.' + S' cosz£) 

consists of only second and higher order terms. For ease in manipulation 

the following abbreviations will be employed: 

A=/?* 

® s (J)e + @1* 

©' ©.* ©l< ©t 

where the subscripts e, 1 and 2 denote respectively zeroth, first and 

second order terms in the variational displacements. Using this notation 

the energy of the perturbed bar is 

T+AT= -Pz0,(L) - PSz„(L) ■* P, zte(0) -t F£ Szo(0) 

^ 

+ 21 (MyS?* ZA/2^ + *b/3? 

+ 2®** ?<& * 2 ®,)(Zy&yS. 
*2fie/iz +) 

+ 21 ( h fie + 5 (De - l)(e'2+ £' COS2€)J 

+ Sye sir>c\ - zoecos<* - SZeCoStf jcJZ» 

Here the higher order terms in the third expression under the integral 

are dropped, as is the whole term involving (€ +Scosze)2. Expanding 

the indicated products, keeping only terms of second and lower order 

and ordering the results yields 
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T+AT -Pzoe(L) -PSz.(L') + Pozoe£0) + RSz,(0) 

(L) + M.fe(O) 4 M. sHo) 

+ £ [|[cfl(©e-1)" 4 2I(hpf* 2®./^')] 

- Jc/?g Zoe COS"o< ^ c/Z 

42r (4 K+ 4©. fa fa * Zfa* ©1>J 

45>^9 [.Sj/.siViw - Sz„cos<*J j dZ 

+ + ‘2<&) 

fa + 6hft/3l 

+ 4®efafa+2®eft 

+ 4fa®tfa * Zfa ®t) 

+ 2I(h fa* + 3®s- l)(e'8* S' coS*e)]dZ. 

(D.3) 

The energy in the base state follows from (D.l) and (D.2): 

r= -Pz.«OA *P.z..(0) -M feCL) „U0) 
(D.1*) 

+ £ { f t JUzi* - 1Y * 21 (htf+ 2zi?) (fC] 

*gj*3 [- 2oe cos*] J dz . 
From the expressions (D.2) it follows that 

/3e ~ ^ fit = ) /?2 “ (g)Y@' LZ°e (S*o ^i/o) 

-Zoe )] , 

@e= ZoJ2 J (Di~ ^oe £z0" and (f)t« £*o2+£yo'*+£z0'\ 

Noting this, the difference of (D.3) and (D.4) is 
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AT = -PSz.(L) +P„Sz.(0)-/VU$(LWM.S$(0) 

+ ( [-4JR(z4‘-l')(z„'eSzD + 8r(h^l+z.',t
t)fe/Sf.' 

^ 2 —I 
+ 8r SzO 

+i‘‘^9 t Sy,. sirux - Sz0cos«] ] d Z 

+ J if [ 2 JR (zo'«2-1)( Z-xl* * ?a,'1 + &<*) 

+ 4eflz4l Sz'2 + 8r(K^'% 2o£) # 

*41 (zi? * 3h<fi*) ff'2 

+ /6I ^ zje Sz' S^' 

■* 41 (&‘)( S«.'**■ Sy!‘+ Sz:‘) 

*21 (h &*+3z^-l)(e'\£' cos*s)]dZ . 

This expression can he more compactly written employing the assumed 

equilibrium values ^>e and zQe and combining terms; but first it is 

necessary to examine the two terms /22 and E1 + S/Cosz€ . Both of 
i 

these, as seen from (D.2) and(D.5) contain factors of the form , 

, etc. A Taylor series expansion of such terms can be found. For 

these power series all terms involving variational displacements must be 

dropped since in each case the numerator of the fraction involved is 

already of second and higher order in these variables. A typical expansion 

might then be 

1 _ 1 1 

{W A+ 2 8Z. " 1+ e2BZ 

r higher order 
l-e-2BZ*+ < terms in e 

[and 2BZ 

The higher order terms in e and 2BZ will be neglected with respect to 

e and 2BZ. (Note that the expansion holds for |e + 2BZ|< 1.) Making 

such expansions it is possible to obtain 



£/l + S/2COSze) = ( l_(c>e -| 2 BZ) (Zo% SxL ~ Z.le SXo)2 

'Flpprox. 

* (i-4e- 8 ez)( z£ Sy! - z„i Sy 

= (l-4e-8BZ)[E.';*(**.'' + Sy!1) 

- 2 z£ -zi, ( $*£ Sx! * Sy' Sy!’) 

+ z!e (SxS2* Sy!'2)J 

or finally 

e'*+?'COS^) = 48^(l-4e-8ez)(:s*^^*Sy.',) 

-4B(1-Se -t Bz)(S*.'S*.« +SyiSy!) 

+ (1-Ze -4 B Z)(S*i‘2-*-Sy«2). 

Then 

/SjV = (l-3e-6BZ) [ z.'i CSx!Sy!') - zje ( Sx! Sy!')] 
' ' Hpptr oX. 

= €8(l“3e-6Bz)£*0'fy' -(l-Ze-^BZ) gc/" 

so that, substituting these expressions and using the relations for the 

P P P equilibrium values, again neglecting e and B Z for terms of the order 

of e and BZ, 

AT = -psz.a) +p0 sz0co) -ivi^a) +Mo s$(o) 

+ jo{f [4cHC2e + 4BZ)(l + e+2Bz) Sz<f 

+ 8IV (In l)(U3e+t>BZ)Sjr' 

+ §lV/Vl+3e + 6Bz) Sz.* ] 

^+S>c^9 [ Syosin* - Sz0cos^ dZ 
+ J t [4efl(e + zez)(&*.'*+ Sy/* -Sz.'*) 

+^oR(l+2e^Bz)Sz'Z + 8If(h^l)[2BS^Syi 

~(l+e+Z8Z) S'Ki £y"]+4I(3W*+l)(l+Z(z + 48z)£f/Z 

+ lt>IY(U2e+4gz)£z:S<f' +4IH>l(l*2e+18z)(S*f 

+ Syll+ $zl*) + 2l[(hr43)a+2cH6z)-l]t4Bl(^r 

+SyJt) - 4 B (S-Xo S-Xo + Sy/ Sy/') 

•4(i-Ze-^IBz)(Sxi,1+ Sy/'2)] jdZ. 
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Now "by grouping terms a somewhat more convenient form is obtained: 

AT= -psz.ru +p. sz.ro^-M sjru+M.sjro) 

+ f [f [ [8Jl(e + 2BZ)± 8ItYl+Ze+4BZ)](l+e+2B2)Sz.' 

+ 8If (<r%*l)(l+?e*6BZ) S$'J 

+yj-lg CSyosin«< - Sz.cos«] j dz 

+ 1 [4cf1(l+e *Z6Z) * 4iv] (i*Ze + 48 Z)Sz‘z 

+ ltIf(l*Ze*4BZ) Sz! t<f' 

*41 (l + 3V,Y1)eit2e + 4BZ) ff'2 

*[4<A(e + ZBz) + 4IH'l(l+Ze+4BZ) 

+ 81 B2(lhV-> 33C1 + 2e + 4 BZI - 

-8Ii'(l + hV)(l+e.+ ZBz) SulSyl' 

-8 SI [(t«r+3.)(l+Ze+«Bz)-l](S*; M 

■+ 21 [CkV*S)(l*Ze*4Bz)-f](l-Se -4 Bz)(S*l‘2 

+ Jyo»2) }dZ. 

Since it is to be expected that the twist per unit length, , will be 

large if buckling is to occur under the retarding influence of extension 

and a one-sided constraint, it is not possible to say that ^b is of 

the order of a classical elastic strain. Therefore, it will be assumed 

that while terms of the order Y'V are negligible with respect to 

unity, and that terms such as ^^b^e are negligible with respect to 

b, the y^b^ terms must be retained in comparison to terms of the order 

of e and BL. Carrying this out yields the equation 
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AT = -PSz.a) + P.Sz.(0)-M£f(Ll +M .Si(0) 

+ J If [8[cH(e*2Bz)-v IN'1] Sz: 

' + 8IN'(l*3e +68Z) Sf']| 

■+ g S^y0sino( — Sz0coi«] ^ clZ 

+ £§{ 4JUl + 3e+(,8Z) Sz'* 

+ ICI^i*2e + 4Bz)Sz.' Sf 

+ 4r(l+Zc+4Bz)Sf2 

+4[cHCe + 26z) ■+ r'Fz](S'X^I+ Sy.'1) 

+ !(>I'¥B%*!Syl 
- 8IV (± + SL + 2BZ) %Ki Zyl‘ 

-8IS(S'Xl S'*." * Syl Sy.") 

+ 4JT (l+e*2BZ )($x<l'l+Syc"
i)}clZ 

and this is the expression used in the rest of the calculations. Note 

that it is subject to the restrictions: (l) that all terms of greater 

than second order in the displacements 8 Wo, S yc, 8>Zo and are 

neglected; and (2) that e and BL are assumed infinitesimal while ^b is 

of higher order. 
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FIGURE 2. LOCATION OF A CROSS 

SECTION 
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FIGURE 3: ASSUMED BUCKLING MODE 
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FIGURE 4:V/
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